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1 - Read First/The Crew's Getting Bigger

Read First

All rite, before you start reading, you need to know that this is multi-chap fanfic contains the following
couples: LuffyXNami, ZoroXTashigi, UsoppXKaya, and FrankyXRobin.

The Crew’s getting bigger

Usopp was making some ammo for the Kabuto. Then all of the sudden he thought of Kaya. He
remembered all the fun they used to share. The crew stopped at an island. As they went out, Usopp
noticed there was a ship that looked like it came from Syrup Village.

As Usopp was looking for some gunpowder at the local general store, he bumped into someone very
familiar.

“Usopp-sama!!” said the familiar person.

“Kaya!” Usopp replied excitedly. “What’re you doing in the Grand Line?”

“I went looking for you!” Kaya replied.

“Kaya, I have so many stories to tell you!” Ussop told her. “Wait a minute, I have an idea! Why don’t
you join our crew? I’m sure Luffy will allow it!”

---

“Okay, I see.” Luffy paused for a moment, “Sure, what are you’re abilities?”

“Well,” Kaya replied, “I’ve been studying to become a doctor.”

“A doctor?” Luffy said, “That’s great! You can be Chopper’s assistant!

---

As the Sunny was gently sailing, a Marine ship started firing. Smoker had finally caught up with Luffy.
Luffy wanted to end this chase. So he and his crew boarded the Marine ship. Luffy handled Smoker
while Zoro handled Tashigi. Kaya was left behind, since she can’t fight, with Usopp guarding her. The
rest of the crew handled the rest of the Marines.

After a while, Luffy, Smoker, Zoro, and Tashigi grew tired. Out of no where, a cannon ball crashed into
the ship. It was from Sunny, Usopp fired it. The ship was sinking Smoker and his recruitment went on a
safe boat. He threatened Luffy that he’ll get him one day. Tashigi had lost her glasses and was looking



for it. Smoker had already left. The ship was almost all the way sunk. Zoro found her glasses and
grabbed her before the ship sank. Luffy used Gumo Gumo no Rocket to him and his crew back on
Sunny.

“Why did you save me?” Tashigi snapped, “I rather die than take sympathy from pirates. Especially
you, Roronoa!”

For a week Tashigi had stayed with the Strawhats. She wasn’t treated like filth during then. She was
served wonderful food. Luffy didn’t beat the hell out of her. Tashigi was having second thoughts about
this crew.

Luffy finally asked her to join the crew. She declined the offer. She refused to be a pirate.

Luffy asked, “What’s your dream?”

“Huh?” Tashigi said confusingly.

“What’s your dream?” Luffy asked again.

“To remove great swords all around the world from swordsmen that use them for evil purposes,” she
replied.

“Then you’re a Strawhat!” Luffy said.

“What?” Tashigi said more confused.

“That’s what we are! People who sail the sea to fulfill our dreams!” Luffy replied happily.

“Then what’s all of your dreams?” Tashigi asked curiously.

“To become the greatest swordsman of all,” Zoro said confidently.
“To draw a map of the world,” Nami said.

“To become a great warrior of the sea,” Usopp said nervously.

“To find the All Blue,” Sanji said with excitement.

“To find the cure that’ll cure all diseases, the Sakura,” Chopper said.

“To find the Rio Poneglyph and to know true history,” Robin said happily.

“To maintain this ship throughout the sea,” Franky said.

“To keep the promise of my nakama,” Brook said with a hearty laugh, “Yohohoho!”

“To become the next PIRATE KING!” Luffy shouted.



“Wow,” Tashigi said silently. “Okay, I decided! I’m joining your crew.”

“Great!” Luffy proclaimed “What are you’re abilities?”

“Well I am an ex-Marine. So I can devise battle plans against the marines for you!”

---

2 more people, 2 more friends. Since they were both girls, Sanji and Brook were especially happy.



2 - LuffXNami Story

LuffXNami Story

Luffy had just raised his bounty after defeating another corrupt Shichibukai. He and his crew were just
settled on an island and were ambushed by a lot of bounty hunters. The pirates easily defeated the
bounty hunters, but everywhere they go they would be ambushed again. Finally, all the bounty hunters
on that island went to attack them. This was a chance for Usopp’s new escape plan. Hissatsu Chou
Kemuri BOMB! Usopp packed the ability of Hissatsu Chou Kemuri Boshi into a bomb.

As the smoke screen spread, Nami couldn’t see a thing so she couldn’t escape. Luffy noticed that
Nami wasn’t escaping. He spotted Nami and used his power to grab her.

“Luffy,” Nami said, “You know I could have used Cyclone Tempo so I could see.”

“Oh,” Luffy said stupidly.

But Luffy did know that Nami could have used Cyclone Tempo. For some reason Luffy like the feeling of
rescuing Nami. He liked that Nami was always safe with him. Likewise, Nami liked being rescued by
Luffy and no one else. She purposely got lost in the smoke and she purposely did not use Cyclone
Tempo.

---

Later that night....

“Oi! Luffy!” Sanji shouted, “Dinner is ready!”

Luffy quickly rushed into the kitchen. There was more meat and fish then usual this night.

“That Island had a lot of food for sale,” Sanji said grabbing some meat.

“We’d better get some before bottomless Luffy here eats it all,” Zoro said grabbing some meat.

As everyone get their meat, Luffy grabbed the rest of the meat. Luffy’s meat pile was about 5 feet long.
(There was a lot of meat left) As everyone started eating, Luffy noticed that Nami wasn’t here yet.

Then, Nami entered and said, “Sorry I’m late. I was just started drawing the map of the island we just
left.” She noticed that there was no more meat.

“Nami-san,” Sanji said, “You can have my plate.”

“No thanks, Sanji-kun.” Nami replied, “If I take your’s, then you’ll have nothing to eat.”



Luffy felt sorry for taking all the meat and leaving nothing for Nami. So Luffy grabbed a rubber fist full of
meat and gave it to Nami. Nami was very thankful but she couldn’t have finished it. So she gave the
rest to Luffy. Luffy ate his meat mountain in one bite, even the bones.

---

It was in the middle of the night. Luffy was still wasn’t asleep. He just sat their on his special seat
looking at the stars. Luffy heard foot steps.

“Who’s there?” Luffy said.

“Oh, hi Luffy.” Nami said. “How come you’re still up?

“I couldn’t sleep.” Luffy replied, “Why are you up?”

“Just finished the map I was working and I’m just getting some water.”

There was silence for a while

“You didn’t have to give me you’re food,” Nami said.

“I couldn’t let my nakama starve,” Luffy said.

“But you know I could have made Sanji-kun to make me a special meal.”

“Yeah but it was my fault you didn’t have any meat in the first place.”

“I see. Well I’ll see you tomorrow”

“Good night, Nami”

“Good night Captain,” Nami said flirtingly as she winked.

Luffy got a strange feeling and he blushed a little. He went back to star gazing until it was morning

---

It was morning and Luffy was still awake. They were about to land on another island. Everyone decided
to explore and shop and on their own.

“NAMI-SWAN!?” Sanji shouted, “WOULD YOU LIKE TO JOIN ME IN SHOPPING? ?”

“No, thanks, Sanji-kun” Nami replied. “Luffy, would you like to join me?

As Sanji looked discourage that Nami asked Luffy instead of him, Luffy replied with a goofy smile,
“Sure”



---

As they were walking and window shopping, Nami and Luffy over heard a conversation.

“Did you know this is where Gold Roger fell in love?” one man said.

Luffy and Nami ignored it. As they were walking, Nami saw a dress that she really liked.

“Oh my gosh! This dress is so cute!!” Nami said while checking her pocket. “Oh… darn I lent all my
pocket change (which is like about 1000 Berri) to Zoro. Instead of double he’ll have to pay me triple.”

Luffy saw Nami discouraged. So he went in the shop and asked the shopkeeper how much the dress
was. The shop keeper said that it was 500 Berri. Luffy didn’t have any money but he did know how to
get it for free.

“Listen; if you don’t recognize me, I’m Strawhat Luffy. And if you don’t give me that dress, I’ll beat the
shoot out of you!”

The shopkeeper made no hesitation and put the dress in a bag and gave it to Luffy. Luffy walked out of
the shop and gave Nami the bag.

“Luffy!” Nami said, “How did you get this?”

“The shopkeeper knows future royalty,” Luffy said with a goofy smile.

“Whatever.”
As Luffy and Nami were walking, Luffy’s stomach began to growl.

“I’m hungry,” Luffy said.

“Let’s eat over there,” Nami said pointing at a restaurant.

She pointed at a restaurant named Meat Palace. Luffy ordered everything that had meat and fish in it.
Nami ordered an ordinary salad. A rough group of pirates entered the restaurant.

“I’ll have the usual,” the captain said.

“I’m sorry,” the waiters said, “but all the meat has been bought out.”

“What! Who could have bought all the meat?”

“That guy, sir”

The captain grabbed Luffy and said “Who the HELL do you think you are? Buying all the meat here!”

“I think I’m hungry,” Luffy said while accidentally spitting some meat bits on the captain.



Nami chuckled a little. The captain looked at Nami attractively.

“Instead of beating the hell out of you,” the captain said, “I’ll take this girl” He grabbed Nami.

Nami screamed, “Luffy!’

“Get your hands off of my nakama,” Luffy said in a serious tone.

“Or what?”

Luffy stretched his arm in order to use…

“Gumo Gumo no Pistol!”

“Oh no! This is Strawhat Luffy!”
The captain was sent flying.

“Nami!” Luffy said, “Did you bring the Clima-Tact?”

Nami nodded.

“Then finish off the rest”

“Thunder Charge!”

The Thunder Charge shocked the rest of the pirate crew. As they left the restaurant they noticed it was
late. They walked back to Sunny. When they were on the ship Nami said good night to Luffy.

As Nami walked to her cabin Luffy said, “Wait.”

Nami looked back and said, “What is it Luffy?”

Nami walked closer to Luffy. Then all of the sudden a force pushed Nami. Luffy caught her in his arms
and as Nami fell into Luffy’s arms their lips touched. Neither one of them wanted to let go. Sanji jest got
back

“OI!” Sanji shouted, “What the HELL do you think you’re doing!” Sanji kicked Luffy’s face and he was
sent flying until he hit one of Sunny’s walls. “Nami-san are you all rite?” Sanji asked.

Nami said, “Yes, Sanji-kun I’m all rite.” As she was walking into her cabin she said. “Goodnight
Sanji-kun. Goodnight Cap-tain-san” Nami went in her cabin fell on her bed and whispered to her self,
“Luffy...”

---

The next morning….



“Oi!” Sanji shouted, “Breakfast is ready!”

Luffy slept at the same spot where he landed. He woke up by the smell of food. As he and the rest of the
crew got there Luffy took little then usual and served Nami food.

“Thank you Luffy,” Nami said with a pleasant smile.

As breakfast ended Luffy and Nami went to a private part of Sunny where no one could see them. Luffy
started to talk.

“Nami,” Luffy said nervously, “I think I….I think I…. I THINK I LOVE YOU!”

Nami stood silent. She started to blush and said, “I think I love you, too Luffy.”

They got closer and closer. Both of them had a heavy blush on their faces. Luffy put his arms around
her. And Nami started to put her arms around Luffy. They started kissing. Unfortunately Sanji run in on
their kiss.

“Nami-san!’ Sanji said.

Luffy and Nami let go of each other’s lips. Nami started to say, “It’s all rite Sanji-kun.”

Sanji became heart broken. Luffy and Nami continued kissing until the next food period. Well they had
breathers now and then…. A few days later, during lunch….

Luffy said, “I have an announcement to make.” Everyone listened. “Me and Nami are going out!” Sanji
again heartbroken dropped his jaw.

“Its about time,” Zoro said.

“What?” Sanji asked confusingly.

“You mean you didn’t notice that these 2 were in love? From the time they met it was obvious that
these 2 were in love.”

Zoro ended talking and they finished lunch……

Stay tuned for the ZoroXTashigi story!!



3 - ZoroXTashigi Story

ZoroXTashigi Story

Zoro had just learned a new sword technique in order to defeat the Zombie Generals. Luffy and his crew
were just settled on an island and were ambushed by a lot of bounty hunters. The pirates easily
defeated the bounty hunters, but everywhere they go they would be ambushed again. Finally, all the
bounty hunters on that island went to attack them. This was a chance for Usopp’s new escape
plan. Hissatsu Chou Kemuri BOMB! Usopp packed the ability of Hissatsu Chou Kemuri Boshi into a
bomb.

As everyone got out, Zoro noticed that Tashigi wasn’t out yet. She lost her glasses (again). So Zoro
found her glasses gave it to her and picked her up in a piggy back ride position and ran as fast as he
could.

“Put me down!” Tashigi demanded, “I can take care of myself!”

“The smokescreen is about to clear.” Zoro said “We need to get back on the ship as fast as we can.”

---

When they got on the ship they celebrated with sake. There was about 50 barrels of sake.

“We’d better drink up,” Sanji said, “before this drunken bastard drinks it all”

“What was that, Ero-cook?” Zoro said while starting to pull out one of his swords

“You heard what I said, Marimo!”

“You trying start a fight?” Zoro pulled all 3 swords out.

“It’s about time we settled this.” Sanji went into kicking position.

As they were about to fight Nami stopped them before they killed each other.

“Stop fighting in a celebration,” Nami said.

“AYE NAMI-SAN!?”

All the Strawhats, excluding Zoro, got all the sake out of the first barrel. Zoro just claimed that the rest of
the barrels were his. As they were about to cheer, Zoro noticed that Tashigi wasn’t here.

“Oi.” Zoro said, “Where’s Tashigi?”



Luffy said, “Nami said that we were going to enter a Marine protected island. So Tashigi decided to
make battle plans to easily defeat them.”

As Tashigi joined the celebration she noticed that there were no cups left. So Zoro gave her on of his
barrels.

“Thank you,” Tashigi said, “but I couldn’t finish a whole barrel.”

“I thought you wanna be treated like an equal,” Zoro said. “I guess you’re like the rest of the girls on
this crew.”

“Oh yeah? I bet I can drink this whole barrel.”

Tashigi held up the barrel of sake, Zoro held up 2 barrels, as the rest held up their cups. They all
clashed their drinks together and screamed, “KENPAI!”

Tashigi only drank half of her barrel before she passed out. Zoro drank all of his 48 barrels. After, he
was really drunk. He threw up like he was dying. Luckily, Chopper and Kaya gave Zoro some medicine.

¬---

As Zoro was sleeping he heard a noise. He went into the room where the noise was coming from. It was
Tashigi training with her sword.

“Training this late?” Zoro asked.

“Uhm…..Yeah,” Tashigi responded.

“You’re afraid, aren’t you?”

“What?”

“You’re afraid of attacking the Marines, and you’re afraid of the Marines to see you as a pirate.”

Tashigi said nothing.

“Well you’re a PIRATE now! You got to face your fears and destroy them!”

Tashigi still was silent. Zoro left the room and went back to sleep. Tashigi whispered to her self, “Thank
you, Roronoa-san.”

---

It was morning and the ship was getting closer to the Island. The crew only saw 1 Marine ship guarding
the Island. There was no need to use Tashigi’s battle plan, since it was only 1 ship. Sunny went closer
to the Marine ship. The pirates jumped on the ship.



“Captain!” one Marine shouted into a Den Den Mushi, “We’re being attacked by the Strawhat pirates!”

“All of them?” the Den Den Mushi said in the captain’s voice.

“Yes, sir. Strawhat Luffy, Pirate Hunter Zoro, Thieving Cat Nami, Sharpshooter Sogeking, Black Leg
Sanji, Cotton Candy Eater Chopper, Demon Child Robin, Cyborg Franky, and 3 new recruitments. A
skeleton with an afro, a blond girl with strange capsules, and…. LIEUNTENANT TASHIGI!? Wait a
minute that afro…. he’s Gentleman Brook. His bounty is over 50 years old!”

“Excellent…. Once I capture the Strawhats, a traitor, and a pirate who’s bounty is over 50 years old, I’ll
be promoted to Vice-Admiral!”

“You guy’s ready?” Luffy said.

The crew responded, “Aye”

“600,000,000 Jac kpot!” They all shouted. (Kaya’s attack is that she threw poison capsules into some
Marines’ mouths. You’ll find out more about this when the UsoppXKaya chapter comes out.)

The 600 Million Jackpot defeated all the Marines. Luffy ran into the captain’s room.

“Strawhat Luffy! Please no have mercy!”

“Gumo Gumo no PISTOL!”

---

They were about to land on the island. Everyone decided to explore and shop and on their own.

“Roanoa?” Tashigi said nervously, “Would you like to…… join me?

‘Uhm… sure.” Zoro responded.

---

As they were walking they saw the new wanted posters. And there it was: Backstabber Tashigi,
WANTED.
“NO! I can’t believe it.” Tashigi said, “I have a bounty.”

“Suck it up.” Zoro said, “You’re a pirate, remember?”

Tashigi remembered the conversation last night.

“Well you’re a PIRATE now! You got to face your fears and destroy them!”

“You’re rite, Roanoa”



They continued walking and then they saw a sword shop. They decided to go in. Tashigi found a super
RARE sword.

“IYA!” she shouted, “This sword is really rare! Aww… but I didn’t bring any money.”

“I’ll pay for it,” Zoro offered. “Nami lent me some money. I’ll have to pay her double or maybe triple,
but it mite help on your dream. A lot of bandits have rare swords and if you don’t have any, than you
won’t be determined to get confiscate rare sword from bandits.”

Zoro paid for the sword and gave it to Tashigi.

“Thank you, Roanoa.”

As they were still walking, Zoro noticed a sake pub.

“Oi.” Zoro said, “Let’s have some drinks.”

Tashigi had only a few cups of sake. As for Zoro he bought out the whole pub! A rough group of pirates,
the ones that threatened Luffy, came in.

“I’ll have a drink,” the captain said. “I just had a rough fight with Strawhat Luffy”

“I’m sorry.” the bartender said, “but all the sake has been bought out!”

“WHAT! By who?”

“That man, sir”

The captain went up to Zoro and grabbed him and said “Who the HELL do you think you are?”

Zoro, really drunk, said, “I am a pretty little pony with sparkles and glitter! Hey aren’t you they guy that
we met at Jaya? Bellemey I think his name was or maybe its Bellmeire or something. And how come
there are 5 of you?”

Tashigi, a little drunk, chuckled a little. The captain looked at Tashigi attractively.

“Since I didn’t get any action tonight, since of that bastard Luffy,” the captain said, “I’ll just take this
other hottie.”

He grabbed Tashigi.

“Oi.” Zoro said while trying to stand up, “Let go of her.”

“Or what?”
Zoro put on his bandana and drew out all 3 swords.

‘Holy hell,’ the captain thought, ‘this is Pirate Hunter Roanoa Zoro’



“Santoryuu” Zoro started to say.

“Please, Roanoa, have mercy… Don’t kill me!

“Drunken Oni GIRI!”

Zoro was really unstable when he used this attack so not only did he kill the captain, but he killed his
crew and some citizens. Zoro then passed out. Tashigi carried Zoro back to the ship. She put Zoro in his
bed and she gave him some medicine.

Tashigi whispered, “Thank you, Zoro-san.”

---

The next morning after breakfast….

Zoro and Tashigi were arguing in his cabin.

“You didn’t have to save me!” Tashigi started the argument.

“What was I suppose to do? Let my nakama get raped?” Zoro argued back

“I could of taken care of my self!”

“No you couldn’t that guy was way rough”

“What do you care?”

Zoro paused. “Well maybe I do care!”

“Care about what?”

“Care about you!”

Tashigi started to blush. “Well maybe I … care about you, too!”

“Oh really?”

“Yes, why do you think I carried back to your cabin?”

Zoro started to blush. “You did that? I was wondering how I got back there.”

“Yes, because I… because I… because I LOVE YOU!”

Zoro blushed a little more. “I… uh love you, too.”



Zoro and Tashigi got closer together. They put their arms around each other and they kissed. The most
unlikely couple… Came together and kissed.

Stay tuned for the UsoppXKaya story.



4 - UsoppXKaya Story

UsoppXKaya Story

Usopp, as well as Sanji, had just defeated Absalom. Luffy and his crew were just settled on an island
and were ambushed by a lot of bounty hunters. The pirates easily defeated the bounty hunters, but
everywhere they go they would be ambushed again. Finally, all the bounty hunters on that island went to
attack them. This was a chance for Usopp’s new escape plan. Ussop placed a homemade bomb in the
center of the battle. He shouted, “Hissatsu Chou Kemuri BOMB!” (Sure-kill Smoke BOMB!) He lit the
fuse and he ran. When the fuse was all they way down, a smoke screen spread throughout.

As everyone ran back towards Sunny, Usopp grabbed Kaya’s hand, started walking, and told her about
the time they escaped from the Marines with Merry. Usopp and Kaya were just walking, like the bounty
hunters never attacked them. The smoke screen disappeared and Usopp and Kaya were still walking.
The bandits caught up to them. As they were about to attack them, Usopp pulled out Kabuto and used 
Hissatsu Himawari Boshi (Sure-Kill sunflower star) on all the bounty hunters.

---

During the celebration, after they cheered, Usopp told Kaya how he helped save Robin from the World
Government by shooting down some Marines and shooting down all the keys. During dinner, Usopp told
Kaya about the time he and Chopper defeated the Mr. 4 Team.

---

In the middle of the night….

Usopp was working on ammo for Kabuto. The door opened and Kaya came in.

“Usopp-sama,” Kaya said, “I want to fight, too!”

“Huh?” Usopp asked confusingly.

“Everyone else fights on this ship, even Chopper-sensei who doesn’t look life a fighter.”

“Hmm. I got it! You know how Chopper makes his own Rubble Balls.”

Kaya nodded.

“Well make your own pills or capsules that have its own effect. It could be an enhancer for you or a
poison for enemies.”

“Oh, I get it. Thank you Usopp-sama.”



---

So Kaya spent all night working on these capsules. She made about 100 capsules (20 of them were
poison.).

When the Strawhats attacked the Marines, Kaya threw some poison capsules in some Marines mouths
for the 600,000,000 Jac kpot. Kaya also used some exploding capsules to damage the ship.

---

They were about to land on the island. Everyone decided to explore and shop and on their own. Of
course Usopp and Kaya went together so he could tell her more stories.

---

As they were walking, they saw the new wanted posters. And there it was: Poisonous Pill Kaya
WANTED.

“I got my bounty?” Kaya said with excitement.

“You got your’s pretty quick. Maybe it’s because you joined a dangerous crew.” Usopp said.

As they were walking and talking they ran into a carnival. They went in and played some games. Kaya
was playing the game where you throw the ball and try to knock down all the bottles. Kaya sadly
couldn’t knock down all of them. So Usopp played it he stepped back 20 feet and shot the ball with
Kabuto. “Hissatsu Matellic Boshi,” (Sure-Kill Lead Star) He shouted. Instead of knocking down all the
bottles he shattered all the bottles. The person running the game gave him a plush toy. Usopp gave it to
Kaya.

In the carnival there was a ranging competition. Usopp entered it with his Kabuto instead of a bow. Only
Usopp and last year’s champion got all bull’s eyes. When it got to 200 feet Usopp shot one of his lead
stars, it got to a bull’s eye. Last year’s champion shot his bow; it only got to the thing surrounding the
bull’s eye. Usopp got a trophy.

Last year’s champion came up to Usopp and said, “That’s impossible I’ve won this competition for
years! I couldn’t of lost, unless you cheated.”

“I didn’t cheat.” Usopp said, “It’s pure skill”

“Oh yeah? Well try and get me when I run off with your girlfriend.”

The bandit grabbed Kaya and ran. It was about 300 feet till Usopp shot Hissatsu Kayaku Boshi (Sure-Kill
Gunpowder Star). Kaya pulled out one of her paralyzing capsules and put in the bandit’s mouth. The
bandit let go of Kaya, and couldn’t move. Kaya ran into a safe spot. The gunpowder pellet reached the
bandit with a big explosion.

After that, Usopp and Kaya walked back to Sunny. While walking he told Kaya about the time he dueled



Daddy the Father. As they got on Sunny, they said their good nights and Usopp and Kaya were about to
kiss but his big nose got in the way. Both embarrassed, they went in their cabin to sleep

---

After breakfast the next morning, Usopp told Kaya more stories. Kaya thanked Usopp for saving her.
They got closer together. Usopp turned his face so his nose wouldn’t stop them. Both were breathing
heavily. Finally, their lips touched and they kissed.

UGH! I don’t know why I have to make a fan-fic on the most likely couple! Anyways stay tuned for the
FrankyXRobin Story.



5 - FrankyXRobin Story

FrankyXRobin

Franky, along with Robin, defeated Perona using team work attacks. Luffy and his crew were just settled
on an island and were ambushed by a lot of bounty hunters. The pirates easily defeated the bounty
hunters, but everywhere they go they would be ambushed again. Finally, all the bounty hunters on that
island went to attack them. This was a chance for Usopp’s new escape plan. Hissatsu Chou Kemuri
BOMB! Usopp packed the ability of Hissatsu Chou Kemuri Boshi into a bomb.

As the smokescreen spread, Robin tripped while running. She was about to fall head first. Robin closed
her eyes to expect the worst but, Franky caught Robin in his arms. Robin opened her eyes and she
noticed that Franky was running with her in his arms.

“Thank you, Cutty Flam.” Robin said.

“Don’t mention it, Nico Robin.” Franky said while blushing a little.

---

During the celebration, before they cheered, Franky was staring passionately at Robin; likewise Robin
was doing the same thing to Franky. Luffy, standing next to Franky, noticed he was distracted, and
Nami, standing next to Robin, noticed that she was distracted. Both of them poked their neighbor in the
elbow. Franky and Robin snapped out of it and all of them cheered. During dinner, there were no more
drinks (accept for water), so Robin had no nothing flavorful to drink, so Franky gave Robin one of his
special soda.

---

They were about to land on another island. Everyone decided to explore and shop and on their own.

“ROBIN-CHWAN!?” Sanji shouted, “WOULD YOU LIKE TO JOIN ME IN SH-“ Robin used her devil
fruit powers to shut Sanji up.

“Sorry cook-san.” Robin politely said, “I have plans. Cutty Flam, would you like to join me?”

“Uh sure.” Franky responded.

---

As they were walking, Robin found a one of a kind book.

“This book! ‘Couples’ Stories’. It’s a by F-F Gen. It’s about a Pirate crew that has love stories about
a Captain and his navigator, the first mate and the battle expert, the marksmen and the assistant doctor,



and the shipwright and the archeologist, plus side stories on the crewmates that didn’t find love. If only I
brought money.” Robin said.

“Damn. I’m out, too.” Franky said, “But I have an idea. Let’s steal it.”

“Cutty Flam, who knew you had a mind as devilish as mine.”

Franky blushed a little. Franky gave Robin his Hawaiian shirt. Franky went up to the storekeeper to
distract him.

“I need a shirt that’s my size,” he said.

“And what would that be, sir,” the shopkeeper said.

“That would be a quadruple extra large.”

As they were talking, Robin used her devil fruit powers to grab the book. She hid it under Franky’s shirt,
which she was wearing.

“I’m sorry sir but there’s no such size.”

“Then I’ll be taking my business else where!”

As they were walking, after stealing a one of a kind book, they saw a beautiful forest and they went in.
They saw the beauty of the forest. Then, they saw lumberjacks chopping down the trees. Franky was so
mad he gone in front of the tree to protect it.

“Move.” The lumberjack said. Franky stood his guard. “All rite, if you’re not gonna move I'm gonna
have to chop you, too.

The axe hit Franky’s body and only made a small scratch on his abs.

“Ouch,” Franky said in a serious and sarcastic way. “Strong Hammer!”

The attack knocked the lumberjack straight across the island. Robin used Seis-Joven Fleur Clutch (16
Flower Clutch) on two lumberjacks.

“Cutty Flam,” Robin said, “Don’t be too rough we mite knock down one these trees.”

“Right. Coup de Boo!”

Once all the lumberjacks were defeated, Robin and Franky relaxed in the forest until it was late. Back on
the ship, Franky and Robin were about to say good night. Instead they got closer and they put their arms
around each other and they kissed. They kissed for about a minute. Both of them were in shock and
embarrassed.

“Good night, Franky,” Robin said.



“Good night, Robin. Wait a minute. Did you just call me ‘Franky’?”

Robin nodded. Robin only says someone’s real name only when she has a deep respect for them.

---

The next morning after breakfast, Robin and Franky talked about last night.

“Franky,” Robin started to say, “last night, I-I-I felt something when we kissed.”

“You felt something? Damn. I knew I shouldn’t of sticked my tongue out.”

“No, no, not that. I felt a warm and tender feeling like a should never have let go.”

“Do you want to feel the feeling again?”

“Yes, I-“ Franky caught Robin off with a kiss. They didn’t let go this time.
Well this part is done. 2nd favorite couple. Stay tuned for the Side Story (don’t wanna leave out the rest
of the crew.)
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